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Edinburgh Tourism Strategy 2030: Industry & Stakeholder Consultation Findings 

Phase 2 of developing Edinburgh’s tourism strategy involved consulting with the tourism industry and stakeholders in the city and 

beyond. This report summarises the findings.  

 

1. Aims  

 
The aims of the consultation were to: 

• share learnings and insights from Phase 1 

• ensure that the strategy development process is delivered in partnership with industry, agencies and stakeholders 

• give industry and key stakeholders the opportunity to directly input into the development of the strategy 

• instil a sense of ownership across the industry and stakeholders in the future development of the strategy.   

 
2. Process 

 
MSC Ltd designed a consultation process to meet the aims, which was approved by ETAG. MSC Ltd, supported by ETAG, managed and 
delivered the process which involved:  

• Working with ETAG to identify a full list of consultees  
• Preparing a briefing note in advance about the consultation’s purpose, its context, and how the information would be used  

• Facilitating group sessions, which were audio recorded where possible, transcribed and summarised 

• Conducting 1-2-1 interviews which were summarised 

• Verifying the summaries of group sessions and interviews with the participants 

• Drafting an online survey which was promoted by ETAG via social media channels and the wider ETAG network 

• Analysing the survey results to produce summary findings and graphic material 

• Analysing the full body of material and summarising it by subject and by theme 

• Presenting the findings to ETAG board and the Strategic Implementation Group 

• Producing a final report.  
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3. Consultees 

 

Consultees were drawn from the tourism industry and its related sectors including culture and hospitality as well as Edinburgh City Council 

who represented the city’s residents.  A set of strategic stakeholders were consulted in 1-2-1 interviews to help shape the new strategy and 

support its delivery in strategic and practical terms.   

 

Consultation period – Mid-March to end May 2019 

 

Consultees: 17 Groups, 12 one-to-ones, 210 people in all 

 

Accommodation   42 

Attractions and activities  35 

City/national agencies  27 

City Council   13 

Events     12 

Hospitality   6 

Retail     7 

 

Tour operators   7 

Transport    4 

University    7 

Venues*   19 

Government    8 

Misc    7

 

 

 

 

A full list of consultees can be found at the end of this report. 

*Includes cultural venues and conference venues 
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4. Context and questions 

 

The context for the consultation was derived from the city’s economy plan 

with its emphasis on Good Growth. The priorities for Good Growth are 

inclusion, innovation and collaboration. Good growth was translated for this 

consultation process into a model of sustainable tourism. 

 

Consultees were asked up to 6 questions depending on available time. The 

questions were derived from a draft of the Phase 1 report: Evidence Review 

and Analysis. They were: 

• What does future success look like for Edinburgh? 

• How can tourism become more productive?  

• Should all new physical development take place outside the city 
centre?  

• How can we remain resilient and flexible in the way we lead, manage and deliver tourism in the city? 

• What should Edinburgh be known for in 2030 beyond its heritage and the festival? 

• What needs to happen in your sector over the next 10 years to achieve good growth? 
 

In this report views that have general agreement amongst consultees is indicated by a    Points of difference and issues to be further discussed are 

indicated with a ?  In addition, a key has been used to identify the relevance of the feedback as follows: - 

 

 Relevant to the whole economy/ wider strategic audience 
 Relevant to the visitor economy 
 Relevant to sectors only. 
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5. Findings 

 

Edinburgh in 2030: what success looks like 

 
 An improved reputation for tourism within the city 

 Positive public narrative  
 Resident support, understanding and recognition of benefits  
 Better understanding among all stakeholders  
 Proactive communications and improved messaging. 

 

 Better jobs & careers 

 Reputation of sector, quality jobs, career of choice 
 Increased professionalism in hospitality and culture. 

 

 Spreading the impact & benefits 

 across the city into communities  
 across a broader range of businesses 
 across the year. 

 

 Improved management & delivery 

 Forward looking, anticipating change and responding 
quickly 

 Better use of data and intelligence for baselines and 
forecasting 

 Clearer, stronger, joined up and based on partnerships. 
 

 Enhanced product offer 

 A wider visitor footprint across the city 
 Segment focus to future development 
 Authenticity and specialness maintained. 

 

Changes to profile of visitors 

 More international, more millennials, more business visitors 
 More diverse. 

 

 Enhanced city image, reputation & role 

 Capital city, world-class, distinctive, aspirational for visitors,  
 Global exemplar for sustainable tourism management  
 Effective gateway for Scotland. 

 

 Enhanced visitor experience 

 Vibrant with city centre communities 
 Quality public realm  
 Easy to explore, navigate and traverse on foot and by public 

transport.
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Mass market High-end market

? Definition of main season 

 Some agreement on August and late Nov/Dec as main seasons, but different for different sectors. 
 

? Clarity on target markets and segments related to growing volume or value 

 Tension between high value vs mass market 
 Tension between inclusive growth and maximising spend. 

market focus 
 

 

 

  

 Clarity on market focus 
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Productivity of the visitor economy 

 

  ‘Productivity’ in tourism 

 Measures used to monitor progress need agreeing, 
they aren’t going to be the same as other sectors  

 Definition needed  
 Current narrative perpetuates misconceptions and 

undervalues wider value of tourism. 

 

 Data and intelligence 

 Use of data to forecast, anticipate, predict and plan 
 Use of data for visitor management and business 

efficiency and investment decisions 
 Agree common data set, gather regularly  
 Build trust to encourage sharing. 

 
 Baselines 

 Agreed baselines to measure progress  
 In depth understanding of costs and benefits and 

accurate attribution 
 Go beyond traditional tourism measures, include 

sustainability and visitor satisfaction. 
 

 Knowledge transfer 

 From outside the sector to benefit tourism 
 From tourism to benefit city. 
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 Value creation 

 Create value for all in the city, communities, visitors, businesses 
 Lengthening stay, increasing spend, overall and through improved wayfinding, better information and connectivity 
 Maximising assets through modernisation of business process and use of technology 
 Market focus, clarity on visitor types and target markets. 

 

 Business efficiency 

 Build capacity to create efficient businesses across sectors 
 Increase online bookability. 

 

 Workforce development 

 Invest in leaders  
 Take care of workers, address cost of accommodation 
 Training and upskilling of all tourism professionals 
 Increase professionalisation, particularly hospitality. 

 

 Careers & jobs 

 The living wage becoming the norm, for all tourism workers 
 A better reputation, highlight breadth and variety of jobs 
 Better job design and long-term career structures to retain staff. 

 

 Collaboration in planning & management 

 Plans that integrate and complement across sectors 
 Thinking collectively about Edinburgh’s future  
 Rationalisation of the groups and structures.  

 

  Visitor experience 

 Good service and a quality product leads to better productivity. 
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? Seasonality 

 Needs to be addressed but how? Busy all year? Quiet 
times for residents? 

 Decision needed on when high, shoulder and low seasons 
fall. 

 

? Challenges of the operating environment 

 VAT for SMEs, fit for purpose premises and Brexit, little 
tourism can do but needs to be recognised in target 
setting. 
 

?  Value creation 

 Value vs. volume - creating value important in group sessions and 1-2-1s, but 73% responding to the survey prioritised growth through 
higher visitor numbers 

 Automation – where is it appropriate, and where does it undermine the visitor experience? 
 Types of tourism, no agreement though all agreed clarity is 

needed.  
 

?  Productivity in tourism 

 Definition needed but different ideas – GVA, profit per head of 
population, profit per worker 

 Measures used to monitor progress need agreeing and go beyond 
purely economic - social, cultural value, quality of life, visitor 
satisfaction 

 Tension between inclusion and productivity. 

Better management 
of the peaks and 
troughs by dialling 
up for the less busy 

periods

Harnessing the 
benefits of August 
and Christmas for 

more providers 
across the city

Segments

Type of 
tourism
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Product development 

  

 Investment 

 A framework that prioritises reuse of empty spaces, culture, green spaces and 
the accommodation needs of residents and visitors. 

 

 Strategic planning & policy 

 Long-term vision combined with flexible plans that can respond to change 
 A “big picture” approach to planning for spaces and sectors 
 Integration of tourism priorities into existing development plans 
 New or refreshed policies for: 

• City centre, to enhance heritage and animate empty spaces. 
• short term lets, to manage proliferation and impact 
• transport, to produce better access and flow for visitors and residents 
• cruise, to manage the impact on the city 

 Sector specific strategy for retail. 

 

 Public realm 

 Valuing and investing in built and natural heritage  
 Bringing green spaces into the product mix for visitors  
 Quality of place through good maintenance regimes and 

better presentation. 
 

 Pedestrianisation, transport and wayfinding 

 Better access arrangements to tackle traffic volume in city 
centre  

 Pedestrianisation of The Royal Mile, Princes Street, George 
Street, with regard to visitor and resident access 
requirements 

 Improved wayfinding and navigation utilising digital and 
well as signage. 
 

 Physical development 

 A curated approach – the right product in the right place 
linked to priority visitor segments 

 Balancing the needs of residents, businesses and visitors in 
development decisions 

 Reuse of existing city centre buildings 
 New development to complement and enhance the historic 

environment 
 Princes Street no. 1 priority, because of its impact on city 

image and visitor experience. 
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 Future footprint 

 Develop reasons to visit Edinburgh’s villages through 
distinctiveness, accommodation options and attractions 

 Leith and wider waterfront have most potential to expand 
footprint 

 Connect existing visitor areas with new areas through 
improved wayfinding, information and transport 

 Visitor accommodation and attractions outside the city 
centre. 

 

 Product offer and gaps 

 Disconnect between the promise and delivery, a premium 
heritage and cultural city let down by some services and 
facilities 

 Viewing the city from a visitor perspective can lead to product 
improvement 

 Gaps include: 
• Luxury accommodation, retail and evening economy 
• Breadth and quality of attractions for different groups and 

seasons, including families and wet weather 
• Venues for music and sport 
• Amount of attraction product outside the city centre 
• Food and drink, quality, range and authenticity i.e. Scottish 
• Retail, particularly experiential.

 

 Visitor experience 

 Authenticity is important and based on a vibrant city where people live 
 Product should be linked to the city’s its past, present and future strengths, not imported, particularly food and drink and events 
 Being customer focused will produce a quality experience throughout the customer journey 
 Emphasis on service levels, public realm and welcome. 

 

Responses from the survey on strategies to disperse visitors. Respondents 

ranked the categories in order of priority, with 5 being the most important. 

4.02
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3.08
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Improve transport links

Focus hotel development outside the city

centre

Focus attraction and experience

development outside the cit centre

Proactiviely market the visitor experience

outside the city centre

Develop distinctive identities/product offer

for areas outside the city centre

Increased collaboration with other Scottish

destinations

Improving information for visitors about the

surrounding areas

Spread the footprint of events more widely

Schedule more events in the shoulder

months and low seasons
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? Definition of the city centre 

 Does it matter or should it be defined to help focus on development planning? 
 

? Planning and plans 

 How to ensure industry and stakeholders can respond to political and economic change, consumer trends and grasp unexpected 
opportunities  

 How to integrate tourism into city-wide plans without losing focus on tourism 
 Potential for the waterfront, not disputed but the time frame and what it might be used for held mixed views. 

 

? Reality or perception 

 Concern that Airbnb has been made the scape goat for other issues e.g. provision of affordable housing provision, student 
accommodation 

 Questioning the reality of “over tourism” and if it is a reality to deal with now or if it’s something to be aware of? 
 

? Product gaps 

 Retail not seen as a strength and therefore is a product gap, but what is the long-term viability of retail given the move to online 
shopping 

 If there are product gaps, it is because the demand isn’t there. 
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Edinburgh’s reputation and image  

 

 Future approach 

 Move towards a place-based promotion strategy that joins ups messages about Edinburgh as a great place to live, work, study, invest 
and visit 

 Modernise and diversify city reputation, using education assets, business and sectoral strengths and global values. 
 

 Positioning 

 Scotland’s capital city with all the attributes and experiences that the word ‘capital’ implies 
 Emphasising credentials as a leading European capital  
 Scotland’s gateway, an essential part of a visit to Scotland are critical messages  
 Gateway role an opportunity for Edinburgh and other areas of Scotland.    

 
 Reputational building blocks 

 Heritage and culture, Edinburgh’s unique combination because both are world-class 
 Expand definition of heritage beyond built heritage to include social, cultural and natural heritage 
 Expand definition of culture beyond the August festival to include creativity, city of ideas, year-round culture, food and drink 
 Education, centre of excellence based on the university’s international standing 
 Food and drink, but needs developing and defining 
 Green spaces 
 The character and nature of its people. 

 

 People & Welcome 

 The city does not utilise the character of its people; other Scottish cities have defined this better e.g. Glasgow 
 Welcome is important, in Edinburgh this is a genuine but reserved welcome. 

 

 Reputational Challenges 

 Quality in hospitality, retail and at city hot spots e.g. Princess Street could undermine the image of the city 
 Over-priced accommodation can have a negative impact on reputation.  
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? Reputational Challenges 

 Is TVL a reputational challenge or just a concern within the city. Messaging may need managing:  it could make Edinburgh more 
expensive in comparison to rest of the Scotland. 

 

? Characterising Edinburgh’s people 

 Clarity about how to portray the people of Edinburgh, suggestions include:  open, outwardly focused, diverse, proud, well-educated, 
international, friendly, welcoming warm, reserved. 

 

? Utilising sustainability  

 Is it more than just green spaces and more about the whole approach to tourism management 
 Should sustainability be used as a differentiator to attract specific segments e.g. millennials. 

  

? Market and segment specific 

 Business tourism should be a building block allied to the 
University, and innovation but does the infrastructure 
deliver on an enhance promise of excellence  

 City credentials for youth travel, sports, as a waterfront 
destination, are they strong enough. 

  

Credentials to use as 
focus

Waterfront 
& river

Sport offer

Youth 
Travel
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Leadership, management and delivery of and for the visitor economy 

 

 Leadership 

 Need for stronger and clearer leadership to champion tourism, achieve growth, encourage entrepreneurship, deliver the strategy 
 Distributed leadership is possible if there is a clear vision and agreed action plan that everyone adopts and follows. 

 

 Management  

 More holistic approach to encompass needs of visitors and residents and avoid conflict and contradiction 
 Lack of clarity on who manages what, a consistent and widespread concern 
 Suggested tools to improve management: licencing, technology, investment from TVL and examples to follow e.g. Thundering Hooves, 

European cities toolkit. 
 

 Delivery 

 Turning strategy into action has been a problem, Edinburgh needs to get better and identify a clear mechanism 
 Collective responsibility combined with clear roles and responsibilities will help everyone to deliver 
 Rationalisation of groups will provide clarity. 

 

 Decision making and accountability 

 Not clear where accountability sits or how decisions are made. 

 

 Organisational roles and responsibilities 

 The city council has a leadership role to:  

• ensure policy is aligned across sectors and geographies 

• effect change where they own and manage assets, which are significant particularly public realm, development sites and cultural 
product 

• adjust negative perceptions of tourism 
 Wide spread concern that tourism has no home or champion within the city council 
 ETAG has a coordinating and facilitating role and is effective in harnessing the tourism industry’s collective ideas, energy and 

willingness to participate. 
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 Forward planning 

 Better join up across policy areas, sectors, geographies 
 Edinburgh should be better at anticipating change and be able to act, grasping opportunities and management challenges 
 A collaborative approach will ensure the city, residents and visitors benefit more from tourism  
 Practical planning needed particularly around festivals, sporting events and cruise arrivals. 
 

 Objectives, target setting and measurement 

 Achieve “a common view of the truth” on where tourism in Edinburgh is now; targets can’t be set without an agreed baseline 
 Achieve agreement and buy in to common data set, measurement metrics and methods of analysis, evaluation and presentation 
 A balance between realism and ambition in target setting 
 Targets to incorporate measures of sustainable development e.g. resident and visitor satisfaction, environmental costs etc. 

 

 Partnership and collaboration 

 Improvements are evident and examples can be cited e.g.: city council with George Street Association, ETAG, sectoral forums, the TED 
conference 

 Need to go beyond the city and work with others e.g. VisitScotland, Glasgow 
 More work needed on all-round collaboration, between sectors and organisations. 

 

 Communications 

 Create a better narrative for tourism and manage negative noise 
 Build dialogue between residents and communities and tourism 
 Articulate and demonstrate the value tourism brings to the city, beyond money. 
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? Organisational roles and responsibilities  

 Who is leading, and on what? 
 Who is managing and taking action on different aspects of the visitor economy?  
 Specific remits of City Council, ETAG, SIG, sector groups, Marketing Edinburgh, Visit Scotland, and how they all fit together. 
 Who has the role to promote Edinburgh domestically, UK wide and internationally?   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

? What sustainable tourism means for Edinburgh 

 Suggestions include: incorporating climate change goals, sustainable development goals for tourism, environmental impact, social 
impact, inclusion, resident satisfaction 

 Whether or not to use sustainable tourism indicators in the strategy as a way of measuring impact. 
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Sector specific 

A number of suggestions, comments and concerns relating to specific sectors were made through the course of the consultation.  They do not 

represent a consensus among all consultees but are important to capture because they were made by representatives about their own sectors. 

Whether or not they are detailed in the final strategy, they are noted here for the sake of completeness.  

 

Accommodation 

• Improve skills to drive secondary spend - upselling and cross-selling 

• Work better together to win business by collaborating on rates e.g. Rugby festival 

• Revise recruitment policy to embrace a wider age range of people employed in a wider range of roles, particularly older people 

• More luxury product is needed  

• Collaborate better with booking intermediaries to de-commoditise the tourism product and take the price focus away from how 
accommodation is marketed. 

 

Attractions 

• Thematic promotion for specific visitor segments 

• Longer opening hours particularly for international visitors whose expectations are different  

• Focus on quality service and customer experience 

• A more sophisticated approach to measurement and monitoring – ensuring the inputs are consistent and comprehensive 

• Investment in people particularly interpretative and story-telling skills 

• Higher visibility and bookability of the product, pre-arrival 

• Link up to attract tourists, particularly between the centre and outskirts to disperse visitors and increase length of stay. 
 

Business tourism/conferencing 

• Better communication of the benefits of business tourism to the city, targeted at senior company executives and councillors 

• Focus on the right events and the right time of year rather than setting a target of number of conferences per annum 

• Look to corner the market in a certain size or type of conference. 
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Culture  

• Culture is one of Edinburgh’s world-class global exports 

• Investment is needed in cultural venues, a high quality contributor to the positioning of the city as a world-class cultural destination 

• Teasing out the value and impact of the cultural sector will help secure investment 

• Reduce costs and improve efficiency by sharing back office facilities e.g. finance, marketing, box office: tried before, need to try again 

• Better articulation of the link between culture and heritage, the combination makes Edinburgh different and world-class 

• Edinburgh is the backdrop and the stage to the cultural offer which is why both are special. 
 

Festivals 

• Better coordination of use of public space for festivals and performance, a collaborate endeavour between Edinburgh Festivals, city 
planners and political leadership 

• New festivals beyond the city centre whose purpose is community engagement are generally not commercial propositions 

• Continued investment into high quality programming and supporting the creative industries will be critical to the festivals contribution 
to good growth 

• Over the next ten years, with the increase in the digital economy and people’s desire to experience live events, it will be critical to remain 
competitive and provide something that maintains the reputation for festivals in Edinburgh 

• Edinburgh Festivals could help to share knowledge with other entrepreneurs to enable start-ups to develop their products and services 

• There is a risk around mobility of talent, which underpins the innovation and entrepreneurialism highlighted as a requirement to 
remain competitive: the sector needs support here, and it is an issue that needs recognition by city leaders 

• Learning from how others in the city’s [festival] competitor set will be useful. 
 

Hospitality and retail 

• We must make it easy for international visitors to pay, adopting appropriate payment systems for different currencies 

• Businesses need to invest to up-skill people 

•  Make it easy to work in the city, scarcity of affordable accommodation and Brexit are challenges and already impacting  

• Developing experiences is important to respond to consumer expectations 

• More need to be done on sustainability 

• Hospitality businesses need to improve quality of service. 
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Hospitality only 

• Elimination of tipping to make up wages, a barrier to higher wages - levy a service charge instead 

• Establish an independent restaurant association to champion the sector and align businesses with the values of fair pay, fair 
recruitment, worker welfare, buying Scottish etc. 

• Longer opening hours to meet the needs and expectations of international visitors in particular. 
 

Retail only 

• Need to adapt and respond to changing circumstances e.g. the opening of St James’ a major challenge and really positive for the city 

• St James’ could the catalyst that makes Edinburgh a retail destination 

• Princes Street needs to change and set a better standard for Edinburgh as the capital city 

• Developing the right retail offer for tourists so that it reflects the offer of a capital city. 
 

Transport 

• Transport needs to modernise e.g. contactless payment 

• We need a better arrival, particularly at the airport 

• Incentivise taxi drivers to be good ambassadors for the city. 
 

University 

• Should play a more prominent role in tourism, specifically integrating its buildings into the visitor offer 

• Could fill product gaps e.g. sport for both visitors and residents. 
 

Youth travel 

• Collaborate with younger people to generate content for marketing and get it distributed through channels like VisitScotland 

• Need a separate communication channel for youth. Like residents they are interested in an alternative view of the city e.g.  Aussie News 
specifically for 20-25-year-old backpackers which regularly goes viral. 
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Transient Visitor Levy 

 
Edinburgh’s recently agreed Transient Visitor Levy (TVL) was a topic referenced in most consultation sessions and interviews.  The comments 
were broad and although there was not significant consensus there were common messages that came to the fore.   
 

• TVL could be bad for image and reputation of Scotland 
• Concern that the TVL will be used to fill gaps in the city council’s finances 

• TVL can be a good thing but care is needed about how it is managed, who manages it and what it is spent on 

• Hope that TVL will be used to help with coordinate tourism management  

• Hope that TVL will be used for collaboration around programming activity. 
 
The online survey had a specific question on TVL that 
looked at the principles to be applied for its 
implementation.  The results are shown in the table on this 
page.  The principle of governance and oversight was 
statistically the most significant and favoured principle to 
be adopted.  

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Revenue raised should be re-invested into
managing, supporting and increasing tourism in

the city

Governance and oversight of investment must be
fully transparent and accountable

Investment decisions should be aligned to the
Edinburgh Tourism 2030 Strategy and made in

partnership with the tourism industy

Suggested principles for implementation of Transient 
Visitor Levy. 

Strongly agree Mostly agree Agree Neither agree or disagree Disagree
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Strategy context and content 

 

The consultation threw up a number of questions and suggestions relating to the context of the strategy and its content.  

 

Approach 

• Start with outcomes for the city and formulate a tourism strategy that will support them e.g. quality jobs, value creation, employment 
opportunities, access to accommodation, managing negative impacts 

• Take a place-based approach 

• Articulate how tourism can help solve issues including inclusion, homelessness, unemployment. 
 

Vertical and horizontal integration 

• Make connections between national tourism strategy and Edinburgh’s tourism strategy 

• Respond to government agendas particularly the climate emergency declaration 

• Solve the disconnect between a 10-year strategy and 5-year political cycles with a long-term vision and strategy and delivery plan that is 
dynamic and flexible.  
 

Setting objectives and measuring performance 

• Agreed baselines are needed to set targets that everyone can aim to meet  

• Go beyond usual objectives, targets and measures, embrace sustainable development in full, particularly tourisms impact on 
communities. 
 

Content 

• An agreed vision for what Edinburgh aspires to be should head up the strategy  

• The strategy should describe the optimum arrangements for leadership, management and delivery. 
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Markets, segments and other priorities 

This section of the report presents key sections of the findings that were identified in the survey.  Namely, markets that respondents 

felt were important to Edinburgh, the customer segment focus and opportunities or challenges to attaining “good growth” in the 

sector. 

 
Markets 

For respondents the most important 

source markets were the USA, England 

and Scotland.  Followed by Germany 

and Canada. 
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Visitor Types 

The survey shows that respondents feel that international and domestic leisure visitors are the most important visitor types to focus on to 

achieve good growth in their businesses.  This alters slightly when respondents were asked the same question but in relation to good growth for 

Edinburgh as a whole, with international business and leisure visitors coming out on top. 
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Challenges 

The word cloud below represents a summary of the challenges/ blockages to good growth from respondents to the survey.  The top 

ten items are noted in the adjacent table. 

 

  

Capacity 31

Affordability 27

City and tourism narrative 26

Public realm 25

Transport connectivity 18

Quality 16

Leadership 15

Taxation & Regulation 13

Marketing 12

AirBanB 11
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Opportunities 

The following word cloud represents the views from survey respondents about the opportunities to achieve good growth through 

Edinburgh’s visitor economy.  The top ten items are noted in the adjacent table.  

 
  Seasonality 39

Improved connectivity 22

Dispersal 17

Marketing and Image 15

Quality 14

Collaboration 12

Affordability 11

City and tourism narrative 11

Product development 11

Taxation 10
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6. Appendices 

 

The following slides are raw results from the online survey. They either provide information that is not provided elsewhere in this report or they 

provide additional detail on how Edinburgh should go about achieving certain objectives such as increasing the spend of visitors or improving 

productivity. 

 

The information excludes open questions, the results of which have been combined with feedback from group sessions and interviews.  80 

surveys were started but only 50 were completed in full.  
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Q2 Sectors/ Service/ Facility Representing
Festival

Events Producer

Venue, performance

Venue, museum/heritage

Venue, conference and

meetings
Bars & restaurants

Retail

Transport operator

Trips, tours, guides

Developer, physical

Skills provider

Business support provider
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Q3. Are you actively engaged with any of the following groups/associations

Other (please specify)

None

Associate of Scottish Visitor Attractions

Scottish Licensed Trade Association

Association of Scotland's Self-Caterers

Marketing Edinburgh

West End Bid

Youth Travel Edinburgh

Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce

Federation of Small Businesses

Essential Edinburgh

Edinburgh Capital Group

Scottish Tourism Alliance

Festivals Edinburgh

ETAG Full Group

Edinburgh Hotels Association

Edinburgh Cultural Venues
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Yes

74%

No

19%

Don't know

7%

Q4. Edinburgh’s visitor number have grown 

substantially over the last 10 years. Should the 

city actively continue to target a growth in 

visitor numbers? 7 14

19

27

30
42

25

23

Q5. Which is the main way that you think 

Edinburgh can increase the spend of 

visitors to the city?

Raise accommodation and attraction prices

Improve the quality of the food and drink offer

Improve the range of the food and drink offer

Improve the quality of visitor attractions

Improve the range of visitor attractions

Improve the quality of the retail offer

Improve the range of the retail offer

Other
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44

16

10

26

19

22

13

25

11

12

6

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Reduce seasonality

Improve the quality and range of jobs throughout the year

Increase occupancy

Increase the expenditure of visitors

Improve business processes to increase efficiency

Improve business efficiency through use of technology

Encourage business diversification

Improve the leadership and management of tourism businesses

Provide more business support and advice to businesses

Change the profile of visitors to the city

Other (please specify)

Q6. Tourism is often regarded as having low productivity compared to other 

sectors. Select three from the following list that you think will help increase 

productivity in tourism.
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42

3

5

Q8. Like most destinations in the UK, Edinburgh has a seasonal pattern for visitors, 

with more visiting in the high season, at Christmas and for events. Should the 

new tourism strategy focus on generating growth in the quieter periods?

a.	Yes b.	No c.	Not sure
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Appendix 2: list of consultees 

 
Daniel Abercrombie Scottish Storytelling Centre 

David Allfrey  Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo 

Linda Arthur  Tourist Guide & Trainer 

Linda Battison  Cologin 

Ruthanne Baxter St Cecelia's Hall 

Derek Bearhop  Scottish Government 

Livia Bell  Holiday Inn Edinburgh City West 

Hillary Bett  Marketing Edinburgh 

Suzanne Beurskens Sheraton Grand Hotel 

Cllr Ellie Bird  City of Edinburgh Council 

Patrick Blann  The Edinburgh Collection 

Alison Bombail  Gosford House 

Stephanie Bowden Scottish Government 

Ali Bowden  City of Literature Trust 

Kevin Brady  Scottish Government 

Kat Brogan  Mercat Tours Ltd 

Erin Brown  Ten Hill Place Hotel 

Peter Brown  Tour guide 

Amy Browne  Fazenda 

Jenny Bruce  City of Edinburgh Council 

Elizabeth Burchell Underbelly Ltd 

Jean Burke  Mercat Tours 

Fiona Campbell   Assoc. of Scotland's Self Caterers 

Douglas Campbell The Bonham Hotel Edinburgh  

Cllr Kate Campbell City of Edinburgh Council 

 

 

Cllr Lezley Marion Campbell City of Edinburgh Council 

Sorcha Carey  Edinburgh Art Festival 

Benjamin Carey  Carey Tourism 

Jeremy Chittleburgh Edinburgh World Heritage 

Shona Clelland  Assembly Rooms 

Marta Coco  Real Mary Kings Close 

Patsy Convery  National Museums Scotland 

Carina Contini  Contini Restaurant 

Fiona Cook  Scottish Government 

Jo Coomber  National Galleries Scotland 

Caroline Craig  Scottish Government 

Martin Crooks   Go Vizit 

Marc Crothall  Scottish Tourism Alliance 

Danny Cusick  Scottish Enterprise 

Marshall Dallas  EICC 

Chris Davidson  CEC Catering 

Olly Davies  Fringe Society 

Gordon Dewar  Edinburgh Airport 

Louise Dickins  Dickins Edinburgh Ltd 

Martina DiDuca  Visit Scotland 

Cllr Karen Doren City of Edinburgh Council 

Peter Dornom  Norton House Hotel & Spa  

Graham Dougan Central Taxis 

Pete Duncan  Radical Travel 

Stephen Duncan Historic Environment Scotland 

June Edgar  Scot Tours 
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Alan Elliott  Scottish Enterprise 

Neil Ellis  Place Hotels 

Rosie Ellison  Film Edinburgh 

Maria Erlendsdottir Nordic Visitor 

Lynne Farron  Yotel 

Amanda Ferguson Marketing Edinburgh 

Jonathan Ferrier Scottish Government 

Nick Finnigan  Historic Environment Scotland  

Paul Fitzpatrick  International Children's Festival 

James Fraser  Mercure Edinburgh Princes Street 

Jim Galloway  City of Edinburgh Council 

James Garden  University of Edinburgh 

Cllr Neil Gardiner City of Edinburgh Council 

Ian Gardner  Rosslyn Chapel Trust 

Derek Gibb  PillowStops 

Jose Gomez  Aparthotel Adagio Royal Mile 

Mayan Grace  Edinburgh Chamber of commerce  

Riddell Graham  Scottish Government 

Elaine Green  Edinburgh Bus Tours 

Ian Hamilton  Kew House 

Ken Hay  Centre for Moving Image 

James Hay  Court Residence 

Alice He  ETAG 

Francesca Hegyi  Edinburgh International Festival 

Donald Henderson Gold Brothers 

Duncan Hendry  Capital Theatres 

Denise Hill  VisitScotland 

Mark Hopton  LND Architects 

Nicholas Hotham Edinburgh World Heritage 

Cherry Howells  Village Hotels 

Fiona Hunter  Marketing Edinburgh 

Benjamin Hunter Little Fish Tours 

Russell Imrie  Queensferry Hotels 

Susana Ines Grillo Wee Scotia Tours 

Helen Ireland  National Museums Scotland 

Emma Jamieson Edinburgh Dungeon 

Paul Jardine  Jura Consultants 

Ben Jeffries  Lyceum Theatre 

Emily Johnson  Essential Edinburgh 

Andrew Johnson Camera Obscura 

Amy-Beth Johnson Contini Events 

Katie Kerr  Greatbase Apartments  

Andrew Kerr  City of Edinburgh Council 

Richard Kington University of Edinburgh 

Aileen Lamb  Scottish Enterprise 

Ros Lamont  Edinburgh Cultural Venues Group 

Rob Lang  Edinburgh Airport 

Brian Lang  Edinburgh World Heritage 

Anna Leask  Edinburgh Napier University 

Sir John Leighton National Galleries Scotland 

Lynne Lister  Owner of self-catering properties 

Ronald Little  DoubleTree by Hilton Edinburgh 

Jennifer Longstaff  

Kevin Loughlin  Sandemans 

George Lowder  Transport for Edinburgh 

Eilidh Macleod  Real Mary King’s Close 

Calum Macnee  Stills and Hills 

Conal Mahon O'Neill Roxy 
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Colin Marr  Edinburgh Playhouse Theatre 

Sylvia Marsh  Marsh Accommodation 

Kay Marwick  Edinburgh World Heritage 

Louise Masson  Harvel Nicols 

Peter Mathieson  The University of Edinburgh 

Paul McCafferty  Scottish Enterprise 

Shona McCarthy Edinburgh Festival Fringe Society 

Erin McClelland  Monkey Barrel Comedy 

Jim McDonald  Edinburgh World Heritage 

Margaret McLeod Scotland and More STGA Guide 

Margaret McNeil Scottish Enterprise 

Jenny McPartlin Marks and Spencer 

Cllr Amy Mcneese-Mechan City of Edinburgh Council 

Andrea Middleton Scottish Tourist Guide 

Brendan Miles  The List Ltd. 

Vikki Miller  VisitScotland 

Mhari Minto  Signature Pubs 

Sue Mitchell  Marchmont Self-catering 

Morag Morgan  Holiday Inn Express Royal Mile 

Fi  Morley  The Hub 

Lisa Motion  Historic Environment Scotland 

Shirley Mowat  The Dunstane Houses  

Cllr Joanna Mowat City of Edinburgh Council 

Bex Moylan  Crowne Plaza Hotel 

Anna Murricane  Assembly Rooms 

John Neil  Fountain Court Apartments 

Ken Neilson  Visit Scotland 

Tristan Nesbitt  Sheraton Grand Hotel & Spa 

Felicity Nixon   Historic Environment Scotland  

Jasmiina Olifirenko MacBackpackers 

Susana Perex  Sandemans 

Representative  Contini Restaurant 

Kieran Quinn  Crown Plaza Hotel 

Representative  Rarity Breaks and Rentals 

Cllr Alasdair Rankin City of Edinburgh Council 

Dave Rice  Belstane 

Gillian Richardson Scottish Enterprise 

Riddell Graham  VisitScotland 

Dr Gordon Rintoul National Museums Scotland 

Calum Risbridger Greatbase Apartments Ltd 

Martin Robertson Edinburgh Napier University 

Sara Robertson  Scot Beer Tours 

Lindsey Robertson Historic Environment Scotland 

Gordon Robertson Marketing Edinburgh 

Debbie Rose  EICC 

Kim Ross  

Malcolm Roughhead VisitScotland 

Paul Rowllings  Marketing Edinburgh 

David Russell  Marriott 

Joshua Ryan-Saha University of Edinburgh 

Johan Scheepers Kimpton Charlotte Square 

David Scott  Rabbie’s 

Clare Short  Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh  

Bettina Sizeland  Scottish Government 

Nina Smirnoff  The Edinburgh Collection 

Roddy Smith  Essential Edinburgh 

Sarah Jane Smith Apex Hotels 

Donald Smith  International Storytelling Festival 
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Barbara Smith  RZSS, Edinburgh Zoo 

David Smythe  Cloag Farm Cottages 

Rachel Sparks  National Galleries of Scotland 

Judith Spence  Linton Collection 

Lindsay Stewart  Harvel Nicols 

Mark Stewart  VisitScotland 

Charles Stewart  Royal Mile Apartments 

Sue Stuart  Surgeon’s Quarter 

Rebecca Symonds Historic Environment Scotland 

Armida Taylor  Fruitmarket Gallery 

Nicola Taylor  Chardon Hotels 

Gail Thorburn  Marketing Edinburgh 

Julie Trevisan-Hunter The Scotch Whisky Experience 

Mike Tucker  Scottish Enterprise 

Sonia Valcarcel  VisitScotland 

Paul Wakefield  Marketing Edinburgh 

Graeme Walker  Yotel 

Paula Ward  VisitScotland 

Graeme Ward  Radical Travel Group 

  David Wardrop City of Edinburgh Council 

Chris Watkins  Edinburgh World Heritage 

Carron Webster EICC 

David Williamson Edinburgh World Heritage 

Lyndsay Wilkie  The University of Edinburgh 

Adam Wilkinson Edinburgh World Heritage 

Lesley Williams Caeliam Ltd 

Peter Williamson NMS Enterprises Ltd 

Cllr Donald Wilson City of Edinburgh Council 

Peter Wilson   Cruise Forth 

Charlie Wood  Underbelly Ltd 

Robin Worsnop Rabbie’s (chair of ETAG) 

Amanda Wrathall EICC 

Dorothy Wright Edinburgh World Heritage 

Judith Young  Scottish Government 

Amine Zungi  Novotel Edinburgh Central 

  Expedia 

  Winton Castle 

 


